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Introduction

I write for fun but the stories may not be funny to read and the essays
should be revealing rather than entertaining.  The heavyweight stuff is at
the front.   The Ken and Jen stories should be read in order. 

A Cognostory is a story split into episodes where the reader is invited to
think 'what happens next?'  There are three unrelated stories running in
parallel and I really hope you stop and think how you would develop each
tiny plot before finding out which path I chose.  You!can also join in from
scratch with a practical story where you'll be doing a fair bit of creative
writing backed by imagination, attention to detail, technique and
underlying themes.   This is absolutely ideal for people who say "I can't
write" or "I never have any ideas."

I call the two main essays 'important' because they describe two ways in
which writers sleep-walk their way into familiar genres without thinking.  
With any luck these 'it doesn't have to be done like that' prompts will
encourage writers to broaden their work.
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Cognostories 1 of 5

The last pint
George Barker decided this would definitely be his last pint.  He'd lost
count long ago and it was time to stop.  

Revenge
Lady Ephemera Snipped ascended from the cellar with tears running
down her face and croaked through the dust "My eyes are dim I cannot
see" then collapsed in a heaving heap.

Yak story
Chisel stood motionless in the drizzling rain.

He gripped his weapon and thought about all the cleaning it would
need after today.

Have a go yourself
Exercise:  There is a tower in a remote area in the moonlight.  Describe
it from the perspective of a person viewing it for the first time.  This
must be 'from the outside at a distance'.

Detail: If you prefer daylight then that's fine, but I thought I'd give you
a helping hand.  You!can pick whatever genre you like.  You!can
narrate the scene from the 1st singular or 3rd and a horde - however
you like.  What do you think the reader will be interested in?  Apart
from the general striking 'romantic' image what emotions will you be
wanting to suggest.

It is probably too early at this stage to suggest a plot.  This is just a
warm-up exercise.  However you could experiment with some
reactions from the viewer(s).
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Stories to study

Let us consider a wall
Let us consider a wall as an autumn evening falls across a vale in the
Home Counties.   Crooked Wisteria climbs across the hanging red clay
tiles of the upper storey.   Irregular Kentish rag beneath is a backdrop
to roses, a tangled bed of sweet peas and ferns springing from beside
a water butt.  The wall belongs to the sort of house that has a tennis
court amongst rhododendrons, woods at the back and a panoramic
view of the valley at the front.  Tresses of white wood smoke float in
the deepening dusk below.  

Recessed amongst the tiles there is a bedroom window through which,
drained of colour in the fading light, we can just make out a figure
lying neatly at rest.

From around the corner a tortoiseshell cat makes her familiar patrol.
Entering the garage she dutifully examines the webbed rodent runs
behind rusty tins of paint, the edges of abandoned tools, possible scents
on the cardboard boxes of old crockery amongst the collapsing
wellingtons and other remnants of household life. 

The end of her investigations brings her to the cosy kitchen where a
soft mew and slow stare reminds Bill it could be tea time for cats.  Bill
is glad of the distraction.  “Alright Sweetie.  Let’s see if there’s a bit of
something special for you shall we?”  Bill goes through the time-
honoured cat satisfying ritual.  “I’ll need you soon – We’re going to do
a dark deed.”  Expecting loyalty from cats is a foolish folly but Bill has
had a drop of Dutch courage which let the feeling out.   Let him explain:
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I started working for Simon in 1976 – The drought summer – He needed
a man to look after his plants while he was away.  He was an amateur
botanist and went to great lengths to grow foreign plants.  He tried
exposing tomato seeds to radioactivity.  But the greenhouse is still
intact so we didn’t get any monster mutants!  Everything was very
carefully recorded in his notebooks.  He wanted, no, needed, precision.
An easy man to work for as he told you what he was trying to do, why
it was important and how you could help him – you couldn’t help but
volunteer to do the best you could.  He made everything seem so
worthwhile and worth your best try.  Can you imagine a man like me
talking to plants as I watered them?  Well I did ‘cos “come along do
your little best” is contagious.

Simon is a bachelor.  It’s funny but I can’t imagine him having a wife.
Just one of those things I suppose.  Oh he liked women – One time he
came back from a conference in Australia and telling me about the
gorgeous girls; and perhaps I should try my luck out in a vibrant,
growing country where there’s plenty of ‘sun and sheilas’.  I’ll always
remember that...

...Sorry I’m supposed to be telling you about Simon.  “Come on Sweetie
let’s look at the scrapbook.  Tch-tch.  Up you come you scheming seed-
bed digger you – I know what you plant there you toad.  There will be
a short test afterwards so pay ... umm anyway” Bill takes a drop more
whisky, settles the cat in the crook of one arm and takes the plunge
into Simon’s life.

Born 1916.  Windsor, Berkshire.  Father’s occupation: Stockbroker.
Only child.  Here he is as a chubby kid on a rug with baby-grin and huge
awe-filled eyes gazing at the photographer.  Privileged childhood.
Public school then mathematics at Oxford.  Here’s a studio family
portrait:  Simon formally dressed, aged five perhaps, model aeroplane
in hand is caught looking straight at the camera.  Here he is in
cricketing gear; and the officer cadets.  Here a confident young student
in his motor car.  Apparently there was a group of them that had the
motto “Better cars” not faster or noisier.  His hobby turned into a job
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at Austin motors - Austins were in Oxford. A maths graduate had to
pick up practical engineering pretty quickly, which he did and soon
became a thorn in the side of the established production staff as he
suggested improvements with the figures to prove his point.

Here there are two blank spaces with captions. “Judith North Yorks
moors 1938", and “Judith Hampton sanatorium 1939".  Judith must be
a girlfriend – I don’t know any more.  Did the love of his life desert him
for another or did he watch her die of TB?   Possibly by then he was in
the army and wanted to be with her?  Or later felt he should have been
instead of fighting the army.

‘Fighting the army’ is a typical ‘Simon’ phrase.  “The reason you are in
power is that you won yesterday’s battle but today’s battle may be
different.  The reason people are dying is that hospitals are staffed by
people who don’t know any better.”  

With war inevitable it was a difficult decision for him whether to stick
with manufacturing, by then they were building a huge fighter plane
factory, or volunteer for the army.  He regretted not being able to do
both but the Army with all its faults gave him the opportunity to learn
how to fix them.  “If I’d stayed in the factory we may have made a few
more Spitfires with a bit less effort, but all I would have been doing is
keeping the system going.  In the army I was lucky enough to be able
to bypass blockages under the smokescreen of war.”  He became an
engineer in the Medical Corps.  Here are some cheerful photographs in
Tunis.  This one is of Simon and some capable looking chaps relaxing
in front of a three-tonner. Difficult to see now, but painted on the side
is ‘Major Jump’s three tons of fun’.  Probably his mobile workshop
where he repaired and improvised.  “My guys were basically motor
mechanics and electricians but every one, well except the cook – he
was a psychopath, would study delicate medical equipment when off-
duty. They’d have a private hoard of specialist parts and be known as
the ‘something king’ or perhaps say ‘the anaesthetist’s friend’.  Those
chaps who would quietly spend hours plagued by desert flies studying
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any instruction book they could get their hands on were an inspiration
to me.”   I know Simon was their inspiration.  Here’s to you mate!

He told me “Young men in an operating theatre need all the help they
can get – and that helps the other young men who are lying on the
tables.”  I asked him if he watched the operations and he said yes.  “But
I thought about it, and although I would come away thinking of
possible improvements to tools and techniques – even calculating ‘lives
per hour’ – I couldn’t imagine doing the surgeon’s job.  You see when
a mechanic is looking at something that’s broken he’s always got the
option to salvage the useful bits and fill in a write-off chitty.“

This is a funny photograph.  Simon is alone in the driving seat of a
filthy American army jeep, wearing a US-style helmet with one of those
light-cum-reflectors that doctors sometimes wear on their foreheads
fixed on it.  “How is it?“ He’d say “That Italian wine tastes of sun-baked
vineyards when all I remember is being covered in freezing mud?”  The
go-ahead, technologically advanced Americans just loved him.  I think
he was a bit ashamed later at how easily he changed sides.  Anyhow,
that’s how, after the war he designed hospital equipment in the states.
Here is a glossy publicity photo of Simon in an immaculate business
suit in front of a cabinet with gas bottles, tubes and dials.

This is interesting: Here is a full page magazine advertisement of him
with a dozen electronic components in his open palm - “My job is to
make people better at making people better.”  After the headline it goes
on: “Today the Meditex corporation sells state of the art equipment to
more than 50 countries around the world.  You all know the details –
just check the Meditex catalogue everyone uses.  But the money-saving,
time-saving, life-saving devices to go in tomorrow’s catalogue haven’t
been perfected yet - so that’s why I need your help.  I have brilliant
scientists who don’t do ops on babies.  I have alchemist metallurgists
who don’t replace hips.  I have engineers that don’t watch people die.
Please let me send them to you – call Free on etc. etc. –  Your call could
save lives.”  I believe every word of that is his.
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That way he got to know all the progressive surgeons in the West.  He
also had some difficult dealings with inspired innovators from behind
the Iron Curtain.  I remember after visits to the Eastern Bloc in the 80s
– in his business an international reputation lasts you well past normal
retirement age  –  he would come back depressed.  He’d try to explain:
“Some of those guys are brilliant.  They’ve reduced everything to the
bare essentials.  I know I have the know-how and technology to help
them further but they can’t afford it, and perhaps I wouldn’t be allowed
to sell the computer stuff anyway.  I have seen what it’s like on the
other side – they have dreams, nightmares and alcohol.  At least in the
West we have a fix.  The price may not be cheap but while we have fixes
it we have hope.”  He didn’t need to work by then of course: Royalties
on inventions, and a long and successful business career, but making
the world a little bit better was all he knew.  Here is a menu in Russian
and English for the XII neo-natal world congress dated 6th February
1995.  On it is sketched a hand with rings on the fingers with
attachments: A miniature light, a spring clip, a magnifying glass and a
drill. 

About then he came back from a conference sad and unsettled.  I guess
that his generation had faded away and he didn’t fit in with changed
ideas.  Having worked for him for nearly 20 years I got round to asking
him if he’d finally retired.  I got a very weary “Yes I suppose so”.  “We
all have to stop playing when the whistle goes” I said.  Quite quickly he
brightened up, if I’d been a woman he’d have kissed me!  “You’re
making me better.  Well done”.  I suppose when you spend so much
time with a fixer you get used to thinking about fixing things.  Now the
patient had come to my hospital I had to find a cure.  “What will you
do? Gardening?  Or some hobby that you had to give up long ago?”  To
see him drift into a coma of mellow contemplation is a picture  which
I will always remember.

“Bill, you have done me a great favour today and I am now going to ask
for another.  If I should be suffering from something incurable I’d like
to share a last drink with you when there are no more corks to be
drawn.  In the back of the bottom drawer of the filing cabinet is a
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tobacco tin marked ‘Ta ta for tears’ – it’s what nursie used to say when
I’d fallen or been scared.  ‘Ta ta for tears’ and the brave young man
would get a little older.  In that tin you’ll find a phial to be mixed into
a glass of brandy.”  The remaining photos show Simon with
constructions and contraptions in the garden and greenhouse.  

Thank you for listening.  I should have done this before but there’s a
difficult thing I have to do before it is too late.  “Off you get Sweetie -
I know it’s not fair – Come on time to go.  Let’s hope this won’t take
long.”

A goblet and a tumbler are warming on a tray by the Aga.  Bill goes to
the study to discover the Ta Ta for Tears tin.  For a moment he is afraid
that he wouldn’t be able to find it – but here it is.  Back in the kitchen
he finds there are no instructions for opening a glass ampoule!
Gardening gloves might be best...  With a lot of sweat the neck is
broken surprisingly easily and cleanly.  He pours the tiny amount of
bright fluid into the goblet making sure of the last drop then carefully
puts the empty ampule aside for later disposal.  A slug of brandy for
Simon and a drop of whisky for himself complete the preparations.  He
switches on the hall light and carefully carries the tray upstairs.

By the odd ear swivel and occasional curious look, the cat gradually
changes from a study in cosy meditation into a sleuth.  Eventually she
decides to attend to the mysteries of the night outside.  Later Bill
returns, draws the curtains, pours a generous measure then sits at the
table to start a lonely vigil.  He considers the fact that there are three
empty impressions and two unused phials nestling in the cotton wool
lining of the tobacco tin.
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Good poems are sound effects.

Tuffet : An illustration of the power and persistence of trivial learning
experiences.  Most people have never seen a real one and not used the word
in twenty years but have no problem describing one and mentally
recognising that a tuffet is somehow more romantic than a log, rock or
chair.   Rapscallion also.

Going round the world once a day is enough for me.
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New suit of words
Reluctantly but resolutely I struck out along the wet London pavement.
 Perforce to battle with other umbrellas and avoid the worst sock-
soaking splashes.  On the corner where the Strand and Aldwych meet
I was gripped by a display window where three lines written on a
snowflake, an aeroplane and 'skull as a hot-air balloon' caught and
tingled me.

Inky characters
By shaking hands
Sonnet or Haiku

If only it had finished with '6 across ten letters' I'd have known where
to start.   This puzzle poem, presumably a poem, had just knocked a
hole in a wall to reveal an attic in my mind I never knew existed.  At my
age this sort of discovery is worrying.  How can you talk to anyone
about finding a hidden room when you're fifty nine?   Mysterious clues
to hidden treasure are supposed to be for lonely neglected twelve year-
olds with delicate health.  Auditors aren't supposed to hide away and
be lost in the stories behind the images found in long-abandoned
books.  The frisson of illicit dreaming in a private world can't be
shared. 

This turned out to be my destination so I had to go inside anyway, but
I wish there was someone watching over me I could ask.

The revolving door hushed round then puffed open to reveal a much
larger and impressive interior than I was expecting.  Stairways, alcoves
and powerful columns   stretched into the back.  There were smooth
sweeping outlines in chrome and diffused neon; lively friezes of leaves
and flowers in cream and brown ceramic tile; wooden cabinets of
various sizes, styles and coordination.  Cinema? Club? General
emporium?   My imaginary friend – where did he come from? out of the
attic? – would live here and show me round.
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A lady receptionist looked up from a stack of exercise books and smiled
patiently. "May I help you?"

"Er. Yes.  Good morning.  My dear lady spouse has prevailed upon me
to visit your establishment,  and may I say what an impressive
institution it appears to be upon first acquaintance, in order that I
might obtain a more contemporary manner of speech.  I wonder if it
possible for that thing to be arranged?"

"Certainly Sir.  Would you be a darling and wait here whilst I ask for an
assistant to attend to your mission.  He will be here soonest."  I obeyed
of course, but being called darling made me start wondering what other
undiscovered attics there were.

The variety and previously unnoticed details of the decor were
amplifying the puzzling effect of the words in the window.  Where is
your imaginary friend when you need them?  This was like being
unexpectedly left money in a will - Of course you!can use it, but time,
precious vanishing time, is needed to discuss and dispose of the loot.
 A framed poster with a crude woodcut of a cat 'My cat Jeoffry', some
lines of verse, and the modern headline My electrical skin is felt hit that
spot where a voice inside tells you to look for the attic and see if you
friend has come across this before.   I can't say why there was a
holographic display with the word Disbelief floating in space but I
wanted to know the answer.   I don't think of myself as a philistine, we
were all a bit saucy-gauche at Oxford, but ... well this was worth having
an imaginary friend for.  I'd come to visit him and we'd slice scents,
steal inscriptions from tombs, apprentice ourselves as blacksmiths and
come over all faint at the thought of the female form.  

At this moment  a dapper middle-aged man took my rocking-horse by
the reins.  "Good morning to you Sir.  How exactly may I render you a
service?"

Exactly?  "Er. Yes. Hello. Are you the assistant?   Um. It has been
decreed by the mem-sahib that my manner of speaking is not very
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modern.  Antediluvian was her description.  She has forcefully intimated
that today would be an ideal opportunity to rectify this state of affairs.
Accordingly I have been dispatched to your establishment forthwith in
order that I may acquire something more colloquial."

"Of course sir.  The distaff side often take interest in these matters.
Where they lack accuracy they make up with instinct."  Make-up with
instinct?   What had make-up got to do with it?   After the window
break-through and the treasure maps of the foyer this confused me.
Then my friend explained:  This was an English shop so I should expect
words to be on the loose.

"If Sir will accompany me I'm sure we can find what your lady wife is
looking for - and what Sir would be very happy with also".

Whilst at breakfast I had been distinctly uncomfortable about this
fanciful expedition, but now I'd found the explorer's instinct and was
looking forward to dangerous and exotic adventure.  The words in the
window, the art in the foyer.  Let slip the dogs of war.  It is a far far
better thing that I do now etcetera.  "Lay on MacDuff!"

The assistant set off briskly, leading the way through a jumbled series
of corridor-rooms on slightly different levels being a cross between a
national museum and backstage of a theatre.  Every space has vague
height and light and purpose and safety.  Every mechanical device is
intrusive, hard or sharp or dangerous.  The pace didn't allow an
opportunity to ask about the exhibits, or maybe these were storerooms,
but when we had to negotiate a crowd of mannequins wearing corsets
I discovered that 'fashions for grammar could never be completely
thrown away'.  Erratic and mysterious side corridors were filled with
heaps of abandoned furniture.  The bottom of a staircase led up into a
blank wall.  Before I could ask about this the assistant stopped, turned,
and put a finger to his lips before continuing with an actor's tiptoe.
Instinctively I looked behind to check the coast was clear, I hadn't done
this since the village players put on the Pirates of Penzance: 

"With cat like tread upon our prey we steal
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him” and “bastard”.  Still, there were mundane matters to be checked:
Gosh yes! You!can’t treat genetic material like blocks of wood. Just this
one hold had the seeds of a veritable rainforest.  What would happen
if the balance built up over millions of years on Earth was wrecked by
a bag of seeds going haywire?

The spacecraft landed just fine.  The Combined Order of
Supernumerary Star Pilots and Retainers welcomed Richard as its third
member, and as it happened Richard  Rumbottom was soon to become
the first president of the schizocracy we now enjoy.

Who killed Lord Smythe?
The flies.  The dust.  The soft sand.  The ankle-turning rocks.  The heat.
The sun filling the whole sky in molten bronze.  Each day the hated
blowtorch above stripped another layer from our crusted sores.  Each
interminable day our cracked skin was broken into stinging flakes for
the flies to settle on.  
"Does that sound right to you Agatha?  Would a judge believe it?"
"Why shouldn't he?  It sounds like that chap Rider Haggard who stayed
with us at The Hall last year.  Terribly interested in Africa and the
colonies.  Carry on darling."

If I hadn't done what I did I don't think I would be here today.
Thankfully a proper diet and weeks of heroic nursing by Lord Smythe's
wife has given me the strength to tell you the truth of what happened
in the desert.   Words are not enough to thank Lady Smythe for the
trouble and tenderness she has shown me – especially after such a blow
as losing her husband.   In my delirium on Lord Smythe's steam yacht
moored in Tripoli harbour I truly thought I was in heaven with the
light reflecting through the cabin portholes to ripple on the ceiling.
Dark velvet hangings and iced water.  To an active man like me, used
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to the rough ways of men,  the white arms of an angel lifted me from
my grave to paradise.   
"You angel!"
"You devil!"

Hearing of Lord Smythe's desire to explore the many ancient classical
ruins of North Africa, I offered my services as general assistant.  My
military service in India and the deserts of Mesopotamia during the
war had prepared me for dealing with the ways of natives.   We started
at Tripoli then headed east to the ruins of Leptis Magna where Lord
Smythe observed the excavations being undertaken by the Italians.
Then we made our way south along an old caravan trail to where a
decayed oasis was rumoured to be a Roman slave trading town where
we would spend the autumn making preliminary excavations.    I
managed to collect a rag-bag of natives to cook and carry.  I had a
personal servant called Ahmed who I was very pleased with, one of the
few of those shifty kaffirs I felt I could trust.   This expedition was not
one we took lightly but we soon met bad-luck.  The Gibli wind brought
two days of sand storms the like of which I'd never experienced even
in Mesopotamia.  It was like being rolled in a dusty carpet and pelted
with gravel.  We could hardly see or breathe and there was no hope of
making progress.  Even inside our tents the blood-red mist swirled in
the lamp light as the sand and stones whistled and rattled unceasingly
outside.  There was no knowing when it would end.  To leave the tent
was perilous as often you couldn't see three feet with a lamp and it was
constantly dark.   I think two natives went out for a call of nature and
were never seen again.   I made sure to keep the water under lock and
key.  The camels of course were not pleased being staked down in this
maelstrom.   When it was finally over the natives had terrible trouble
with them and Ahmed warned me that they were demanding more pay
or they would refuse to continue.  Lord Smythe wouldn't have it and
refused my request.   Ahmed was very worried and with good reason,
as that night they deserted and took camels and supplies leaving us
sixty kilometres from nowhere with no food and hardly any water.  We
buried our valuables and made a stone cairn to mark the place, then
with the grim knowledge that we had at most three days water, the
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three of us started marching back following my compass.   I will spare
you the horrors as much as I can.  Every fly in the Sahara must have
found us and told his friends.  The wind had made drifts of silky soft
sand that sucked our feet, and had stripped the rocks bare in other
places.  The sun baked everything so our boots were unbearable as our
feet boiled in sweat and abrasive sand.  Ahmed spat on a stone and it
dried in a breath.  Oh no! That reminds me!  The agony of every breath
with a sore throat, and the irresistible urge to drink water for a few
seconds relief!   Conversation was too painful even if we had anything
more than profanities.   Each step was all we could think of.
"I'm glad you 'spared us the horrors' George."
"I thought it was clever too Agatha."  

There is no real dusk in the desert.  One minute it is bright burning day
then five minutes later pitch night with ghostly wafts of air as the
warm rises and cold descends.  There was no moon so we tried to keep
out the bitter chill with a blanket each.  At the very first sign of dawn
we forced ourselves upright to make the most of the only bearable part
of the day.  We all swore as our sores stung again.   Lord Smythe started
mumbling, then as the day went on we had to pull him along more,
then he began being angry in tiny fits until the pain of shouting was too
much.
"He swore to kill everyone connected with the cursed expedition.  He
even blamed you my love for suggesting the idea."
"If Lord Carnarvon can send that Carter man to look for mummies in
pyramids then Anthony should do better and go himself.   And anyway
I want to spend time on the yacht in the Mediterranean – With you
George." 

Ahmed was still faithful to me.  He whispered that Lord Smythe would
be insane by morning and we would probably have to fight him or bind
him to save ourselves.  Even this worry was a mere prick amongst the
coat of pain of every step.   I had no way of knowing how far we had
gone but we had no other plan but to carry on until the last drop.
Tomorrow afternoon all our water would be gone and we would die like
dolls of clay and twigs.   At nightfall I soon fell asleep.  To judge by the
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turning of the brilliant bowl of stars I must have awoken at perhaps
midnight.   Ahmed was murmuring prayers.   I followed his lead.  I
prayed to God to look after us all and thank him for giving me such a
glorious display of a million stars for my last night on Earth.   Then I
wondered about Lord Smythe.  He was asleep now but what would he
be like tomorrow.  I prayed again.  The Lord gave me strength to end
his life as soon as possible.  If he had no water we would leave him here
and perhaps providence would see one of us rescued and send the
rescuers on to him.   It would be impossible to travel with a mad man
trying to kill us.  It would be the kindest thing.
"This is the clever bit coming up Agatha."
"It sounds gruesome dear."

Silently I sneaked close to the sleeping Lord Smythe and carefully
punctured his water bottle with my knife.   It was agony to watch those
few drops leak into the sand.   Now his mad suffering would soon be
over.  I went back to my blanket and prayed.    Before first light I was
awoken by Ahmed with a hand over my mouth to keep me silent.  Then
he indicated we should make our way by starlight without Lord
Smythe.  After we had gone a hundred paces I turned and said a prayer
asking the Lord to take him quickly.   Too soon the sun came up.  Too
soon we settled into what was now just shuffling existence like ants
across a parade ground.   At one of the increasingly frequent rest halts
Ahmed whispered he had a confession and I wasn't to be angry.  I was
past caring.  He said he had poisoned Lord Smythe's water to put him
out of his misery.   Allah would be merciful.  As this became clear to me
through the fog of my aches and sores I laughed and laughed then
stopped as Ahmed looked at me suspicious that I too was mad.  I told
him what I had done then it was his turn to laugh.  I don't know how
long we stood there hugging each other in delirium.   By the joint
efforts of Allah and our Lord God we were found later that day and I
don't remember much more.  Lord Smythe's body was never found.

"Clever don't you think?"
"Why didn't you just strangle him or cut his throat?"
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"Ah!  Don't you see my angel?  Which one of us killed Anthony?  Me or
Ahmed?"
"Um.  You did George."
"No.  I saved his life.  The water I drained away was poisoned."
"So it was Ahmed."
"No! Not him either.  Anthony didn't drink any poison."
"Both of you?"
"But neither of us knew the plans of the other.  There was no
conspiracy."
"Oh I see. You are wicked George.  You!can't be found guilty by a jury
even if it came to court."
"Now do you think you!can you persuade Anthony that an African
expedition is fashionable Agatha?"
"I can try.   But what about sandstorms and things.  How can you
arrange that?"
"Oh well we just bribe some natives to do some games and!then you
send out a rescue party because you have a premonition.  You're
worried that poor old Anthony will sleep forever under the brilliant
desert stars."
"And you be forever in my arms.  Kiss me again.  Shall we do it
George?"
"Again?  Why not?  But I have to be back in the office by two thirty."
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When I sit down at the table as dinner is about to be served I’m full of
anticipation and curiosity.  The same happens at my keyboard.

Like standing on one leg only to be told the hopping race was yesterday.

* • An ignorant (but wise) man says "I ask a question when I don't
know"
• A wise man says "I ask a question when I already have an
answer"
• A teacher says "I ask questions to teach my pupils"
• A professor says "I teach my students to ask questions"
• A leader says "There is a time for questions and a time for
action"
• A pupil says "I must know the answers"
• A student says "I must know the questions"
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Good cause
When I come to your door asking if you have any spare dolls I could
have, then please  support my work.  I am collecting dolls with blue
tippy-balance eyes and hard pink limbs.  

Today the Suffolk plateau, once planed flat by white cliffs of ice, now
ploughed brown by men, is abandoned.  There are no livestock grazing,
no birds exploring.  Even the shadows have gone.  It is February.   The
burnt bones of trees can't keep back the chill fog.  It sneaks past,
smothering the unnoticed countryside sounds of tractors and churches
and extinguishes the wind.

Clicky-clack eyes rock shut and open until I push them through. 

The fog drowns the black trees and grey hedges.  Its anodyne smell
overpowers the damp tilth. Furrows are submerged by the tide of
returning white cold.  A harrow for scratching the earth is being eaten
by brambles.  The broken gutter of the unloved farmhouse drips
apologetic tears onto the naked farmyard concrete.

Arms and legs snap out with surprising reluctance.  I leave separating
head and torso for later.

My visit is no surprise to him.  He has feared this day and now it has
come.   A dozen eyeless doll heads accuse him from the churchyard
railings.   Plastic children are wedged into a tractor's engine.  A
hundred dismembered arms lie twisted in the gravel of his local pub's
carpark; all their tiny hands waving silent farewell.  

Is that a crow call or wire biting into a neck?   Is that a soul escaping
torment or a cat racing for a warm nest?  What has that seagull, black
against the sky, come to scavenge?   The sound of fire!  Listen to its
pent anger.  Listen to its heartless greed.  See the wicked start.  Stand
back at its haste.  Be bedazzled by dancing red fingers and  acrobatic
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sparks.  Bloody gouts of flame.  Crackling of a thousand small bones.
Grey bruises of smoke punch their way out of the barn then hurry away
to be forgotten in the white, edgeless, distance.
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4Take this section as 'in the main'.  Exceptions, variants and mixing
genres muddy these waters.  For example a documentary may have a narrative
without involving characters.

5A Triku is similar to a traditional Haiku but with a much greater
emphasis on deeper meanings, associations and mixing ideas in an impressionist
style.  See my essay Haikus, Trikus and three-liners.
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How a story and a tableau differ4

A story is an engaging set of events where things happen to characters.
The essence of a tableau is to present a set of ideas for the reader to mull
over.  There will probably be events in a tableau and there might be a
'moral' but in their pure forms they set out to do different things at
different intellectual levels.  A story can be of any length while a tableau
is in the poem or shortish short-story class.  In the extreme Haikus and
especially Trikus5 distill the form into just three very idiomatic and
suggestive lines.

Use of objects

If stepping stones across a stream appear in a story they are something
for characters to engage with and might be an interesting environment
for some action.  In a tableau stepping stones are going to hint at
'things' that happen in steps, may be tricky, overcome some barrier,
'being on one side' is somehow different from being on the other, and
– did you fall in? – Have no crossing places...

In a story a mirror is usually just another prop enriching the setting
and possibly being an opportunity for a character to 'reflect'.  In a
tableau a mirror is a prompt for the reader to ask themselves about
what might be reflected.  Perhaps there are multiple mirrors in the
form of lake, shop windows, puddles and so on.  Any good poem about
a mirror will insinuate the message "And what happens when you, the
reader, look in the mirror?"
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